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***Media Alert***
NOMACORC ANNOUNCES NEW DISTRIBUTOR PARTNER
IN CHILE
Nomacorc, the world’s leading producer of alternative wine closures, today
announced a new distribution partner in South America. OXIMETRIC
(www.oximetric.cl) is now Nomacorc’s official distributor and supplier in Chile
and will also be responsible for importing and distributing Nomacorc’s
NomaSense™ oxygen management system.
Founded in 2009, and owned and managed by seasoned professional Rodrigo
Moraga, OXIMETRIC will offer Nomacorc’s co-extruded synthetic closures that
provide consistent, fault-free wines. Through this new partnership, Nomacorc
will continue to build its business in South America and continue its mission of
partnering with wineries and serving winemakers’ intentions.
For more information about Nomacorc, visit, www.nomacorc.com
For more information about OXIMETRIC, visit www.oximetric.cl
About Nomacorc
Nomacorc is a worldwide leader in wine closures and the No. 1 closure brand for
still wines in many countries including France, Germany and the United States.
Dedicated to technological innovation, Nomacorc manufactures its portfolio of
products using a patented co-extrusion process. As a result, Nomacorc closures
provide consistent, predictable oxygen management and protect against offflavors due to oxidation, reduction or cork taint. Nomacorc’s 100 percent
recyclable products are available through a vast network of distributors and sales
agents on six continents. With 500 employees worldwide and state-of-the-art
manufacturing facilities in the United States, Belgium and China, Nomacorc
produces more than 2 billion closures annually. Working with renowned wine
research institutes worldwide, the company leads the wine closure industry in
fundamental and applied research into oxygen management in wine. For more
information, visit nomacorc.com or follow Nomacorc on Twitter (@Nomacorc)
and Facebook (Nomacorc).

About OXIMETRIC
OXIMETRIC is a family-owned business started by Rodrigo Moraga and Marisol
Aguirre in 2009. The company first started importing and distributing
NomaSense oxygen management equipment for the wine industry in South
America. OXIMETRIC has now expanded and is the formal distributor for
NOMACORC in Chile and seeks to become the leading partner for wineries in
Chile.

